Abstract. All complex zeros of the cylinder functions Yn(z), Hna) (z) for n = 0 and 1, | z | < 158, | arg z | ^ it and some complex zeros small in modulus of Yn(z), Hna (z) for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 15 and | arg z | ^ x are tabulated accurate to 10D. The methods (being partly new) for computing these zeros are described. Three different methods of computation have been used which, however, form a unified procedure for an electronic digital computer. In the following a zero will be called large (small), if it is large (small) in modulus. The large zeros were computed by means of the well-known McMahon expansion, for which a new algorithm was obtained and used. The smaller zeros have been determined by inverse interpolation with infinitely many coinciding interpolation points where the higher derivatives of the cylinder functions are expressed by the function itself and its first derivative. The coefficients of this series turn out to depend only on the argument z and the order v. The interpolation point zo, that is to say, a first approximation to a zero £ is obtained either by means of the McMahon expansion or, for the zeros with | Re (z) | < v = n, by using Olver's expansions. Since these are very complicated the first term is taken only. An upper bound for the truncation error of the inverse series was obtained and used. Cancellation and rounding errors are excluded by using triple precision arithmetic. Since only zeros of functions with integer order are considered, the following results are written down for integer order denoted by n although they are valid for general orders v. ä denotes the conjugate of a, [m] the integral part of m ( ïïO).
1. Introduction. A large number of positive real zeros of cylinder functions for the orders v = n, n + J, n ± \ (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) have been tabulated [1] . However only a few complex zeros are known [2] , [3] , [4] . Most of the latter were computed by means of Newton's method and are given to a few decimals only. Here a number of real and complex zeros have been computed (see Abstract).
Three different methods of computation have been used which, however, form a unified procedure for an electronic digital computer. In the following a zero will be called large (small), if it is large (small) in modulus. The large zeros were computed by means of the well-known McMahon expansion, for which a new algorithm was obtained and used. The smaller zeros have been determined by inverse interpolation with infinitely many coinciding interpolation points where the higher derivatives of the cylinder functions are expressed by the function itself and its first derivative. The coefficients of this series turn out to depend only on the argument z and the order v. The interpolation point zo, that is to say, a first approximation to a zero £ is obtained either by means of the McMahon expansion or, for the zeros with | Re (z) | < v = n, by using Olver's expansions. Since these are very complicated the first term is taken only. An upper bound for the truncation error of the inverse series was obtained and used. Cancellation and rounding errors are excluded by using triple precision arithmetic. Since only zeros of functions with integer order are considered, the following results are written down for integer order denoted by n although they are valid for general orders v. ä denotes the conjugate of a, [m] the integral part of m ( ïïO). 1 ) An infinite number of zeros for ] Re (z) | > n which lie on the real axis or very close to it.
2) A group of n or 2n complex zeros for ¡ Re (z)\ <n which lie along the boundary of an eye-shaped domain around z = 0. The notation of the zeros is as indicated in Figs. 1, 2. s denotes the number of the zero. The types zYn,s, z"*" are ordered according to increasing magnitude beginning with s = 1. The n zeros zn" and the n zeros jn,, are ordered in the sense of the arrows in Figs. 1 and 2. (The U in the notation z",s and z"J was chosen to indicate that these zeros are, contrary to the others, irregularly spaced.) 
where z" stands for any of the larger zeros -z».., or -z"\ ■ The parameter a depends on the type of the zero and is given in Fig. 3 n -(k + hf 4. The Olver Expansion. The smaller zeros have been computed by using the method of inverse interpolation described in the next section. There an approximate value zo for a zero is needed. For the zeros z™ and z"1" the value zo is obtained by means of 01 ver 's asymptotic expansion [1], [2] . This is an expansion in 1/n uniformly valid in z. The terms decrease rapidly even for small values of n. However, the coefficients are very complicated. Therefore, only the first term W has been used to compute Zo, thus zo = W and "Corresponding" means: the integer s in the first column of Fig. 4 is equal to that in the last column. The as are the negative zeros of Ai(z), the bs those of Bi(z). ßs are the zeros of Bi(z) nearby the ray arg z = x/3. Ss are the zeros of Di(z) = 2iAi(z) -Bi(z) nearby the ray arg z = t/3. The small zeros of the Airy functions can be determined by a series of the type mentioned in the next section with similar coefficients [7] , the larger ones by the McMahon expansion. It can be shown that (3.1) with MCALG can be used here too; only the first step has to be replaced by (see [6] ).
The relation t(gs) is given by tk ', to -1.
(arg p = f arg gs; -ir < arg g" ^ ir; a > 0 for p > 0). Table I All Zeros of ff0'"(z) and i/i<»(z) for z | < 158 and \ arg z ¡ ^ i- Table III are also zeros of F0(z) and Yi (2) , respectively, in the z-domain mentioned above. * The zeros tabulated are zB]v and z%", resp., except for the n = 2, 3, 4 which are zjfj and z£, , resp. (cp. Figs. 1 and 2) . The method converges near a zero of f(o) = a -tanh a -p, since there f (<r) ^ 0 and/(A)(o-) (k = 1, 2, 3) has no singularities there. The method (4.3) together with (4.4) converges fairly good for the zeros computed here. In order to give an idea of the rate of convergence of (4.3) and to show how useful even the first term of Olver's expansion is, and that even for a small value of n, an example may be given.
Example. Computation of a first approximation z0 = W for zU . From the McMahon expansion (cp. [2] , Table 1 The first approximation is thus, even for n = 3, correct to about 0.5% . where zo is an approximation to £ and zo D\ are polynomials in z02, the coefficients of which are again polynomials in n . This series was obtained from the Taylor series of the inverse function of a certain function that has, in a certain domain of the z-plane, the same zeros as Cn(z). Formulae for the D\, a sufficient condition for the convergence of the above series, a local existence statement, an upper bound for the truncation error and numerical discussions of the rate of convergence are given in [6] . (In [8] these results are given for the more general case of functions satisfying a second order differential equation. ) Miller and Jones [9] have given a similar series as (5.1) which is a power series in C"(zo)/Cn-i(zo), but they have not considered the convergence of their expansion.
6. Accuracy. The numerical computations were carried out on an IBM 704 of Deutsches Rechenzentrum at Darmstadt. The zeros tabulated are supposed to be accurate to <5-10-11 in absolute value, i.e. to 10D. Tables. In the Tables I to III 
7.

